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Abstract

We describe an architecture for the hierarchical

distribution of multimedia broadcasts in the future mobile

Internet. The architecture supports network as well as

application-layer mobility solutions, and uses stream
control functions that are influenced by available network

resources, user-defined preferences and application-level

streaming policies. We are implementing the architecture

in two environments, one with and one without Mobile IP

support.

1. Introduction

The mobile Internet of the future will be characterized by
extreme heterogeneity in terms of administrative domains

(public and private, stationary and moving, with or

without mobility support), network technologies (ranging

from fixed, to Bluetooth-like personal area networks, to

WLAN hot spots and 3G cellular networks), and mobile

hosts (varying from laptops down to PDAs) [1, 3, 4]. One
of the challenges in such an environment is to provide

seamless services that allow users to move across network

technologies and administrative boundaries [4].

In this paper, we present ongoing work on the use of

application-level policies [17] that support this challenge

for multimedia broadcast services (e.g., TV, radio, e-
cinema, e-learning, etc. [7]). These policies for instance

control the availability of TV channels based on the type

of subscription of the end-user, or on the availability of

server or network resources. To enforce the policies, we

designed (and are currently implementing) a mobility and
quality-aware content distribution platform that runs

entirely at the application-level and does not require any

QoS support or mobility functions from the IP substrate.

In this paper, we will look into the  design of our

platform’s functions. In Section 2, we will first discuss

our model of multimedia broadcasts that take place in the
the future mobile Internet. We then present the design of

our platform in Section 3. In Section 4, we consider the

status and future directions of our work. We conclude
with a brief summary in Section 5.

2. Model

We model multimedia broadcasts in terms of channels and

streams (Section 2.1), and the Internet’s infrastructure in

terms of domains (Section 2.2).

2.1 Channels and Streams

Our platform allows so-called channels (e.g., ‘world

news’) to be broadcast at various perceptual quality levels

[10] (e.g., ‘TV’ or ‘video phone’ quality [7, 9]). Each

quality level ultimately maps to an encoded and
packetized digital stream1. In the rest of this paper, we use

the term channel to refer to the logical content, and the

term stream to refer to a digital stream that carries the

channel at a particular quality level using a well-defined

packet format (e.g., based on MPEG-4 [18] and RTP

[12]).

2.2 Domains

Motivated from a business perspective, we decompose the

Internet’s infrastructure into network domains and
streaming domains (cf. [6, 7, 8])

Network Domains

In our model, the network infrastructure of the Internet

consists of network domains that offer IP-level
connectivity to end-users. A network domain consists of

                                                          
1 The system should also support layered encoding (i.e., quality levels

that are obtained via a combination of streams), but this adds

considerable complexity to the description of the model. We refer to [5]

for a more elaborate overview that includes both perceptual quality and

layering.



one or more subnets, which may be based on different
network technologies (e.g., UMTS, Ethernet, Bluetooth,

etc.). The coverage areas of subnets may form an overlay

[1, 11]. For example, subnet S3 (see Figure 1) forms an

overlay for subnets S1 and S2. A network domain may

furthermore support QoS (e.g., based on IntServ) or

mobility (e.g., using Mobile IP), but our platform does not
require such functions.

Multi-mode terminals (or: mobile hosts) are able to

connect to several subnets, possibly simultaneously. For

instance, a laptop equipped with an 802.11 wireless LAN

interface, an 802.3 Ethernet interface and a UMTS

connection (e.g., via a Bluetooth interface to a mobile
phone) may be able to (simultaneously) connect to subnets

of the corresponding technologies. The subnets may

belong to network domains of different administrative

authorities.

We assume that mobile hosts automatically receive IP

addresses for their interfaces. The application may or may
not be aware of these address changes [19], depending on

the availability of a network-layer mobility solution such

as Mobile IP [16].

Streaming Domains

In the lack of widespread deployment of IP multicast, we

expect that current content infrastructure trends will

continue to achieve scalability. This means that content

distribution can be hierarchical and that adaptation will

take place as close to the user as possible [2, 6, 8, 13, 14].
In our view, the application-level infrastructure of the

Internet will consist of streaming domains that interact

with one another at the level of channels. Our work

concentrates on mobility-aware streaming domains

(MSDs), which are streaming domains that deliver
channels to mobile hosts at mobile-specifc quality levels.

For example, MSD2 (see Figure 1) delivers channel

‘world news’ to a mobile host at quality level ‘mobile

TV’.

S1

MSD2

MSD1

S2

S3

mobility-aware streaming domain

mobile host

coverage area of subnet

channel ‘world news’

quality level = ‘mobile TV

Figure 1. Overview.

An MSD is either the original source of a channel or a

surrogate that acts on behalf of the source [6]. For
example, MSD2 (Figure 1) is a surrogate for channel

‘world news’, while MSD1 is its source. MSD1 could be a

news network such as CNN; MSD2 could be an Akamai-
like organization.

A surrogate MSD may process an incoming channel to

construct (additional) quality levels, for instance using on-

the-fly frame dropping and transcoding [9, 13].

MSDs may connect to subnets directly [2] or indirectly

through backbone connections [6, 8]. A subnet and an
MSD may belong to the same administrative authority

(e.g., a walled-garden telco operator) or to different

administrative authorities (e.g., a ‘pure’ ISP operating the

subnets of a network domain and an Akamai-like

organization operating the MSD).

 Observe that there need not be a relation between
subnets, geographical location and MSDs (see Figure 1).

3. Platform

Our platform provides the control logic that allows a

mobile host to select a proper stream for a channel  from

one or more MSDs (cf. Figure 1). The platform also

allows the mobile host to remain connected to the channel

(not the stream!) while it moves. This may require the
host to switch between quality levels (adaptive

broadcasting), possibly of different MSDs.

In this section, we discuss the services that the

platform provides and illustrate their behavior by means

of a scenario in which a user gains access to channels
through an electronic program guide (EPG). When the

user has selected a channel (e.g., ‘world news’), the EPG

starts a viewer for that channel. The viewer allows the

user to control the reception of the channel (e.g., start and

stop) and displays a quality label (e.g., ‘mobile TV’ or

‘mobile video phone’) that reflects the current perceptual
quality of the channel.

The services of the platform are: a registration service

(Section 3.1), a directory service (Section 3.2), and a

channel control service (Section 3.3).

3.1 Registration Service

The registration service registers a user with one or more

MSDs that can be reached from the mobile host’s current

location (cf. Figure 1). The service is available on mobile

hosts through a local software component called the
virtual registrar. It is invoked by the EPG at start-up.

Each MSD operates a registrar [22] that allows the

virtual registrar to register the user with the MSD.

Registration is based on the user’s policies (e.g., number

of MSDs to simultaneously register with) and allows for

the exchange of user preferences, explicit authentication
(e.g., to enable billing), and the exchange of terminal

capabilities. The MSD can use this information as an input

for a policy-driven procedure that decides which quality

levels it supports under the current conditions. For

example, the registration information allows for MSD-
policies that enable quality level ‘mobile TV’ only when



there are at least 10 interested mobile hosts that can
handle this quality level.

Registrars use soft state for registrations. This means

that the virtual registrar must regularly reregister the user

with an MSD. If it does not, the MSD’s registrar will

eventually consider the registration stale and will remove

its state.
The local virtual registrar also registers the end-user

when it detects a new MSD, typically as a result of the

mobile host moving into a new subnet. The virtual

registrar can for instance learn about the availability of a

new MSD through a DHCP option [20] at the time it

receives an IP address.
Figure 2 shows the structure of the registration service

for the example of Figure 1.
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Figure 2. Registration service.

3.2 Directory Service

The directory service retrieves the names of channels that

are supported in the MSDs with which the virtual registrar

has registered the user. The service is available on mobile
hosts through a local component called the virtual

directory. It is invoked by the EPG after the virtual

registrar has successfully registered the user with at least

one MSD.

The virtual directory contacts individual, reachable,
MSDs to retrieve the names of the channels they support.

Each MSD operates a channel directory for this purpose.

A channel directory contains a controller object (see

Section 3.3) for each channel that the corresponding MSD

supports. The virtual registrar retrieves the names of these

channels from the controllers and passes them to the EPG.
The virtual registrar can use a request-response

mechanism to interact with directories, or it can rely on

repeated announcements from the channel directory (cf.

SAP [21]).

The directory service is also invoked by the virtual

registrar if a new MSD appears or when one disappears as
a result of mobility. This will update the set of list of

channel names. The virtual directory informs the EPG of

new or obsolete channel names.

Figure 3 shows the structure of the directory service
for the example of Figure 1.
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Figure 3. Directory service.

3.3 Channel Service

The channel service determines which stream from a

selected channel the mobile host will receive from which

MSD. The service is available on mobile hosts through a

local component called the virtual controller and is
invoked by a viewer. There may be several instances of

the virtual controller, each of which supports one viewer.

The virtual controller allows a viewer to start and stop

the reception of a channel. When the viewer starts a

channel, the virtual controller automatically selects a

stream from an MSD. The selection process is client
specific, but will typically be based on the user’s

preferences (e.g., preferred quality levels, network

interfaces, prices of channels from various MSDs, etc.)

and on the list of streams (with quality levels) that the

mobile host can receive at its current location. The
establishment of the latter is based on a negotiation

procedure between the virtual controller and several

channel controllers (e.g., those of ‘worlds news’ in MSD1

and MSD2, see Figure 1), which are aware of the

available resources in their MSDs. A controller for

instance knows at which quality levels its channel is
currently being streamed from which servers to which

mobile hosts. The negotiation procedure also considers the

resource availability on the mobile host and in the subnets

the host can connect to. For the latter, we currently use an

application-layer beaconing algorithm [15] to each

registered mobile host to obtain information on network
congestion2. This information allows the mobile host to

decide which quality levels the subnets can handle.

After the virtual controller has selected a particular

stream from an MSD, it will use standard streaming

clients to display the stream to the end-user (e.g., it hands

the URL in a stream description over to a Real Player or a
Windows Media Player that contacts the appropriate

server in the MSD).

                                                          
2 Alternatively, RTCP feedback mechanisms can be used; however these

mechanisms are not always implemented, or are not sensitive enough.



Channel controllers use soft state for subscriptions on
quality levels. This means that a virtual controller must

regularly refresh its subscription to a quality level. If it

does not, the controller will eventually consider the

subscription stale and will remove its state. The result may

be that the mobile host can no longer receive the stream.

The quality level at which a mobile host receives a
channel may become unavailable when it moves into a

new subnet. For example, the mobile host might move

into a subnet where its current MSD is no longer available

(e.g., in Figure 1 MSD2 is not available in S1), the MSD

might not support the current quality level in the new

subnet, and so on. In such situations, the virtual controller
selects a new quality level, possibly from another MSD

via another subnet. This may involve a renegotiation with

one or more controllers. Renegotiation also occurs when

the network resources become scarce (currently observed

through the beaconing mechanism).

The change between an old and a new quality level is
subject to an adaptation policy [10, 15]. For a smooth

handoff, it is crucial that the virtual controller finds a new

quality level as soon as possible.

Figure 4 shows the structure of the channel service for

the example of Figure 1.
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Figure 4. Channel service.

4. Status and Future Work

We are currently implementing our platform in an

environment similar to the one shown in Figure 1. The
implementation is based on hierarchical streaming and

application-layer mobility handling, which means that the

involved subnets are not mobility aware (i.e., there is no

layer 3 roaming between subnets). We will use this

version of the platform to experiment with application-

layer policies that consider quality and mobility aspects.
We are also building an implementation of the

platform that uses Mobile IPv6. The environment consists

of multiple subnets and a single origin MSD (end-to-end

approach). This infrastructure contains all functional

elements (registration, directory lookup and channel

selection), but handles all mobility aspects through Mobile
IP. As a result, application-level policies cannot take

mobility aspects into account since mobility is hidden
from the platform by Mobile IP. This implementation also

allows us to compare handoff delays with those of the

non-Mobile IP solution.

In both cases we implement the software in C/C++, on

an IPv6 network infrastructure, using public domain

streaming servers and clients.
Our future work will be on the description of policies

and the policy execution environment; and on

performance implications (in terms of handoff delays and

bandwidth usage) between various instantiations of the

general concepts described in Section 2.

5. Summary

We presented an architecture for the hierarchical
distribution of multimedia broadcasts in the future mobile

Internet. We believe the architecture is promising, in the

sense that the surrogate MSDs can provide a scalable

solution for multimedia broadcasting in a heterogeneous

environment. The architecture also allows for different

business models, based on open, traditional Internet-style
end-to-end models, as well as the traditional ‘walled

garden’ telecommunication provider models, and the

combination of these with content distribution service

providers and policy-driven edge servers.
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